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PARAT ESCAPE HOODS

PARAT filtering hoods protect the wearer’s respiratory tract and eyes for 
15 minutes in the event of an evacuation (DIN 58647-7 approved).

Its ergonomic shape suits all face types, and the internal elastic harness 
means no additional tightening mechanism is required. The anti-fog 
coating on the visor and the exhalation valve, which evacuates the 
warm, humid air exhaled, delivers unrivalled comfort for the wearer. The 
fluorescent yellow hood ensures the wearer can be seen, even through 
smoke during a fire.

Depending on the model, the hoods can protect the wearer from 
industrial vapours and gases, combustible gases and particles: 

THE ESCAPE HOODS FOR FULL PROTECTION 
OF THE RESPIRATORY TRACT AND EYES.

TECHNICAL DATA

Size
PARAT 4700: 245 x 160 x 110 mm (Soft Pack)
and 249 x 156 x 115 mm (Hard Pack)
PARAT 5500: 190 x 135 x 90 mm (Single Pack),
215 x 155 x 105 mm (Soft Pack), 241 x 143 x 107 mm (Hard case)
PARAT 7500: 235 x 160 x 115 mm (Soft Pack),
249 x 156 x 115 mm (Hard case)

Weight
PARAT 4700: 675 g (Soft Pack) et 740 g (Hard case)
PARAT 5500: 590 g (Single Pack), 660 g (Soft Pack) 
PARAT 7500: 770 g (Soft Pack) et 830 g (Hard case)

Period of Use: At least 15 minutes

Total service life: 16 years
(provided the filter is exchanged after eight years)
Protection Class: IP54 (Hard Case), IP5x (Soft Pack)

Approvals
PARAT 4700: according to DIN 58647-7
(filter additionally tested in accordance with EN 14387:2004) 
14387:2004
PARAT 5500: according to EN 403:2004,
additionally tested for the use against
H2S (at 2,500 ppm) in accordance with DIN 58647-7
PARAT 7500: according to EN 403:2004 and DIN 58647-7
(filter additionally tested in accordance with EN 14387:2004)

STANDARD FEATURES:
- Quick and easy to use: intuitive, filter deploys automatically, 
  half mask adjusts without having to tighten a harness, one size 
  fits all
- Wide range of packaging: Soft Pack, robust Hard Case, 
  cardboard Single Pack depending on the model
- Phosphorescent marking for visibility even in low lighting
- Built-in attachment ensures the device can be worn on a 
  shoulder strap or belt, or mounted to the wall
- Easy to check the filter expiration date
- Available in a Hard Case, Soft Pack and Single Pack
  (cardboard box, for the PARAT 5500 only)

PARAT 4700
Industrial escape 
hood with ABEK 
P3 filter

PARAT 7500
Fire and Industrial 
escape hood with 
ABEK CO P3 filter

PARAT 5500 
Fire escape hood 
with CO P2 filter 

PARAT hoods are available in several different forms of robust packaging 
which successfully protect the escape device:
- Single Pack for the PARAT 5510 only 
- Soft Pack for the PARAT 4720, 5520 and 7520
- Hard Case for the PARAT 4730, 5530 and 7530 Belt

Ideal to wear on your person on a daily basis.
Available in polyester (robust and 
comfortable material) or plastic (easy to 
clean).

ACCESSOIRIES

Shoulder strap
Easy to don and doff, the shoulder strap is 
ideal for occasional, repeated use.

Belt clip
The clip is perfect for attaching the device 
to a belt for occasional use, such as an 
inspection or maintenance task.

It is easy to install on the escape device.

Grip clip
For occasional use. Suitable for fastening to 
overalls or a pocket.

Wallholder
Designed for placing Hard Case units in a 
fixed location in public buildings such as 
hotels or hospitals, so the hoods are in easy 
reach in case of an emergency.
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